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The interconnected, complex supply chains of
European pharma companies are almost inevitably
subject to disruption. Today the stakes seem to have
risen with the ongoing crisis along with intensifying
trade disputes and political cataclysms that are
plaguing most parts of the world. As COVID-19
continues to spread across geographies, the pharma
industry in Europe remains committed to the global
efforts to curb the outbreak and develop new
formulations to tackle future outbreaks. Leading
European pharma companies are also focusing on
managing supply chain risks to build stronger, more
resilient supply chains. 
 
As the virus takes root in more places, the world is
slowly getting to witness a surge in the number of
positive cases along with an adverse impact on the
society and the global economy as a whole. Due to
its widespread impact pharmaceutical companies in
Europe are now facing new challenges that go
beyond the challenge of curbing the virus itself.
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Challenges Facing European
Pharma Companies

Speak to an analytics expert for personalized
recommendations and solution insights CONTACT US

#1  How to ensure continuous global supply of critical
COVID-19 test kits, masks, and ventilators to treat patients
in the face of the ongoing supply chain disruptions and
medical device shortages?
 
#2 As COVID-19 spreads rapidly, what measures must be
taken to avoid disruptions to R&D, including ongoing and
planned clinical trials?
 
#3 What can the pharma industry do to help patients and
customers make it through challenging times like these?
 
 

Social Distancing is Having a
Bigger Impact on the US
Hospitality Industry Than

9/11: Quantzig Reveals How a
Contingency Plan Can Help

Bounce Back

#3

Top 3 Ways Predictive Data
Analytics Can Help Tackle a
Pandemic Like Coronavirus

#4

#5

Geospatial Data Analytics &
Location Intelligence: How is
it Helping Government Bodies

Curb Coronavirus?

At Quantzig, we examined the current scenario by
interacting with supply chain leaders from leading
European pharma companies to better understand
how they assess supplier risks, analyze strategies
they adopt, and how they respond to global supply
chain disruptions.
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How European Pharma
Companies are Managing 
Supply Chain Risks

Leading pharma companies in Europe still follow a
reactive approach in responding to supply chain
disruptions. Hence one gets to witness a varying
degree of professionalization of supply chain risk
management across Europe. That said, most of our
clients from the European pharma industry have
diversified their supply chain processes by
implementing multi-tier sourcing strategies
wherever feasible.  Collaborating with suppliers,
maintaining close relations with third-party
vendors, and performing systematic audits is a part
of the general business practice of leading
European pharma companies. 
 
Despite  many such strategies in place, very few
European pharma companies adopt proactive
measures to tackle supply chain risks and fail to
make the right investments to automate supply
chain activities. When hit by unexpected supply
chain disruptions due to a crisis, they build
temporary task forces to address the issue on an ad
hoc basis. However, more forward-thinking
companies have permanent supply chain risk
management teams and processes inplace.

"We can help you build a
supply chain that is more

connected, intelligent,
and scalable, and unites
not just physical flows

but also talent,
information, and finance."

-ANALYTICS EXPERT AT
QUANTZIG

Request a FREE demo to gain a better understanding of how 
analytics can help you ensure business continuity REQUEST FREE DEMO 
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Why Choose Quantzig as
Your Analytics Solutions

Provider?

       
Domain knowledge
and learning-dr iven

mindset
 
 

   ------       
 
 

Cutt ing-edge data
analyt ics  solut ions

 
 

   ------       
 
 

F lex ible  white-box
solut ions

 
 

------  
 
 

Innovat ive
techniques that
accommodate
cross-domain

pol l inat ion

Want comprehensive insights on how we help
leading pharma companies tackle supply chain

disruptions?

GET MORE INFO

Building Supply Chain Resilience
to Tackle the Ongoing Crisis 

In an increasingly volatile world, pharmaceutical
companies are putting supply chain risk management
back on the agenda. A proactive approach, combined
with a powerful supply chain risk management
strategy, will be a game-changer for European pharma
companies, helping them manage future supply chain
disruptions.

In the wake of the ongoing crisis building resilient
supply chains and establishing a systematic supply
chain risk management framework has become the
‘need of the hour’. Leading pharma companies
relying on reactive measures previously are now
looking to improve their supply chain risk
management capabilities. Notably, the COVID-19
crisis has turned out to be a catalyst for European
pharma companies to revisit their global supply
chain risk management strategies and accelerate the
adopt advanced supply chain models to build more
powerful supply chains. However, short-term action
plans need to be deployed to respond to the
immediate challenges posed by the crisis.

What will the European pharma landscape

look like in 2020?
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